
 
 
 

Assessment of Learning Committee (ALC) 
Monday, April 14, 2014 

Admin 131 - 2:30pm to 4:00pm 
 

SLO Coordinators: Chris Mello, Karen Whitney, Kaysa Moreno 
  
Recorder: Isabelle Peña 

 
Attendees: 

Academic Affairs, ECC - Bob Klier Industry and Technology Associate Dean - Daniel Shrader 
Business - Ana Milosevic Industry and Technology - Pati Fairchild and SueEllen Warren 
Fine Arts Associate Dean - Diane Hayden  Mathematical Sciences - Susanne Bucher  
Fine Arts - Vince Palacios & Harrison Storms Natural Sciences - Jim Noyes 
Humanities - Kevin Degnan Library/LRU - Claudia Striepe 
  

 
MINUTES 

 
I. Call to Order 

Meeting was called to order at 2:36 p.m. 
 

II. Approval of Minutes 
A motion was made by Bob K. to approve the minutes for the 3/10/2014 ALC meeting; motion was 
seconded by Pati F.  Meeting minutes was approved. 
 

III. Reports (Bob Klier & Chris Mello) 

A. FALL 2013 SLO Report Completion – Information  
Bob K. reported that completion rate for SLO Assessment Reports is in the upper 90%. 
 

B. Facilitator Division Reports Due by End of Semester (Chris Mello) 
We used to do this a few years ago and are going to re-institute doing it again; we used to get a report 
from each division’s facilitator at the end of the semester to see how each division is doing—it doesn’t 
have to be intense and can be about things that happened over the last year (doesn’t have to be over 
the last semester); the report needs to address four aspects of what’s happened in each division (see 
description of each aspect below).  This will help fuel the coordinator's report.   
 
1. Organizational Changes (any organizational changes in the way that you did things in your 

division—good or bad) 
2. Success Stories (any good reports, any good assessments, really good dialogue that’s happened 

that instituted changes, anything that shows that the process is helping your division) 
3. Challenges (in terms of resources, hours; any kind of challenges that you encounter as a 

facilitator, things that you think would help the next facilitator if this is your last semester as a 
facilitator; things that are not working; these are things that the coordinators need to know about 
and address and write about) 

4. Completion Numbers (refers to facts and figures that can be useful, information on SLOs that 
were assessed but does not necessarily have to be in TracDat how many SLOs were assessed; if 
there are still any courses outlined from the audit; it's a good way to get an idea of what is 
working; any kind of facts and figures that can be useful;.)  
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These reports need to be done by the end of this semester—if possible, before grading.  Report is 
for the 2013-2014 Academic Year.  Reports are to be sent to Chris M. or Karen W. 

 
C. Karen W. also sent e-mail to facilitators for success stories, people or effort in the division who should 

be recognized, etc. by April 25th for inclusion in the next SLO newsletter; asking for a paragraph or 
two.  E-mail articles to Karen W. 

 
IV. ACCJC Rubric Review for FALL 2014 (Bob Klier) 
 Handout:  ACCJC Rubric Worksheet 

A. Worksheet/checklist was distributed to those in attendance.  The worksheet is an abbreviated version 
working from the ACCJC Rubric.  Per Bob K., the rubric for Institutional Effectiveness for SLOs is going 
away.  The reason is that everyone should be at the sustainability level with the SLO assessments and 
we just need to maintain that.  Bob K. wanted to go over the worksheet with the members in 
attendance to see if there is anything we need to pay attention to and develop an action plan for, as a 
committee, in preparation for the Fall 2014 report and visit. 

 PROFICIENCY LEVEL of Implementation on ACCJC Rubric – Characteristics of Institutional Effective-
ness in Student Learning Outcomes. 
1. Student Learning outcomes and authentic assessment are in place for courses, programs and 

degrees. 
 Committee members completely agree with this statement. 

2. There is widespread institutional dialogue about the results of assessment and identification of 
gaps. 
 Committee members somewhat agree on this statement. 
 Identification of gaps: Bob K. asked where does dialogue that make up wide-spread 

institutional dialogue take place; committee agreed on programs, divisions, ALC meetings, 
discussion boards, Council of Deans meeting, Academic Deans and Directors meetings, SLO 
newsletter, Facilitator Reports. 

 Bob K. asked if there is something we can do as a committee to come up with some actions 
to focus the dialogue list on assessment results?  Going over sample assessment results 
during ALC meeting; having a committee meeting once a month within each division to 
discuss assessment results at the program level and sub-committees to discuss course-level 
assessment results will help; Diane H. stated that scheduling meetings is a good idea and 
that with new ILO statements, bringing faculty together to discuss the new ILOs will institute 
new widespread dialogue. 

3. Decision-making includes dialogue on the results of assessment and is purposefully directed 
toward aligning institution-wide practices to support and improve student learning. 
 Chris M. stated that we do this through Program Review; Bob K. stated that ACCJC 

recognizes in our follow-up report, that we are moving assessment results into Program 
Review and Program Review into Planning and that the college has spent a lot of money 
directly towards student learning support and that we have a system set up for this. 

4. Appropriate resources continue to be allocated and fine-tuned. 
 Committee members completely agree with this statement; we spent money on release 

time for facilitators and coordinators, purchase new software (TracDat), etc. 
5. Comprehensive assessment reports exist and are completed and updated on a regular basis. 

 Committee members completely agree with this statement. 
6. Course student learning outcomes are aligned with degree student learning outcomes. 

 Committee members completely agree with this statement; we’re doing the realignment in 

Fall 2014. 
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7. Students demonstrate awareness of goals and purposes of courses and programs in which they 
are enrolled. 
 Bob K. stated that we just have to make sure to get SLOs on the course outlines of record 

and syllabi; beyond that, it would be up to each individual instructor to highlight the SLOs 
for their courses; committee agreed that at a minimum, we have the SLOs in our course 
syllabi; Diane H. asked about using student surveys and Kaysa M. stated that the Community 
College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE) is given every 2 or 4 years and we can ask 
Irene G./Institutional Research to see if there is a question on the survey regarding learning 
outcomes. 

 SUSTAINABLE CONTINUOUS QUALITY IMPROVEMENT LEVEL of Implementation on ACCJC Rubric – 
Characteristics of Institutional Effectiveness in Student Learning Outcomes 
1. Student learning outcomes and assessment are ongoing, systematic and used for continuous 

quality improvement. 
 Ongoing—we have outcomes, timelines, results and actions. 

2. Dialogue about student learning is ongoing, pervasive and robust. 
 Committee members somewhat agree. 
 Vince P. felt that there is no dialogue; that facilitators are told what to do—most faculty he 

deals with see assessments as meaningless and random; no one has taught or educated him 
on assessments, statistics and giving meaningful data; as an SLO facilitator he still don't 
know what he's doing—he still doesn’t understand the process. 

 Chris M. disagrees with this Vince’s statement and stated that each division is different and 
the campus is different and to make a sweeping justification that there is no dialogue on 
campus is not accurate; Bob K. stated that he has been in a room where there has been 
meaningful dialogue; if faculty aren’t familiar enough with good assessment practices and 
data analysis, we need offer those types of workshops (e.g. we are offering a data analysis 
workshop this semester and will continue to offer more in the future); if something isn't 
working, what can we do to fix it?  If some teachers are having good dialogue then we 
should share that with the campus; Kevin D. stated that they have had some meaningful 
discussion and dialogue in Humanities (e.g. they have talked about the assessment process, 
assessment tools that make sense for each course, discussed results, talking to instructors 
continuously, etc.). 

 Harrison S. stated that he feels that the implication in the assessment conclusion is that they 
have to make it better—that it’s not good enough and they have to find something wrong to 
fix even though by and large, the students are doing well and learning some basic skills; and 
that if they find everything okay, they will be asked to raise the level of standards; Vince P. 
also stated that they were given the impression that they have to find something that needs 
to change. 

 Bob K. disagrees with Harrison’s statement and stated that once they find that the students 
have reached the level they are supposed to be in 4 or 5 assessments in a row, it is okay to 
say this in their report and that their methods are effective and to make sure that they back 
it up with data.  If this is the case, then it’s time to move on and look at something else that 
needs to be assessed. 

3. Evaluation of student learning outcomes processes. 
 Committee members completely agree with this statement; members stated they are 

constantly evaluating; they have surveys, have discussion boards, ALC meeting. 

4. Evaluation and fine-tuning of organizational structures to support student learning is ongoing. 
 Committee members completely agree with this statement. 
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5. Student learning improvement is a visible priority in all practices and structures across the 
college. 
 It is when we are on warning status; Bob K. stated that everyone needs to be patient—we 

have all these new things; let’s go slow and steady and do our assessment reports and talk 
about them and see where it goes. 

6. Learning outcomes are specifically linked to program reviews. 
 Committee members completely agree with this statement. 

Bob K. asked the committee members to send/e-mail him any additional thoughts and ideas on this 

rubric. 

V. Redefined ILOs 
 Handout:  Institutional Learning Outcomes showing current and proposed redefined ILOs 

 Chris M. stated that these will be presented to Academic Senate tomorrow (4/15/2014) for their first 
reading.  Council of Deans already approved redefined ILOs at their 4/10/2014 meeting. 

 
VI. SLO Reporting Norming Session (Chris Mello, Kaysa Moreno) 
 Handout:  Course SLO Assessment 4-Column Report Examples for Art, Kinesiology, English, Earth Sciences, 

Fire and Emergency Technology, Math (Ge and Non-Science Major), Music, Auto Collision Repair and 
Painting, and Developmental Math 

A. Samples of Course SLO Assessment 4-Column reports were distributed to the committee for the 
Norming Session.  SLO coordinators wanted to take a cross-section of different reports from different 
divisions to give facilitators an idea of what is in TracDat (some reports being strong and some being 
weak, for different reasons) and review them to see if they look like a solid report. Going forward, the 
SLO coordinators are asking facilitators to go through the reports in their divisions and check them for 
the four basic categories below.  They are not asking facilitators to judge content. 
1. Completion  

 Is it finished? 
2. Target – Standard met (Percentages) 

 Is there some identification of what happened to the target—were the standards met or not 
met?  Is there some sort of percentage in the assessment results (e.g. 75% of the students 
scored good or excellent, etc.)?   

3. Data Analysis 
 Some sort of analysis of the data that was used in the assessment at any level. 

4. Action Plan 
 Something that looks like an actual action plan. 

 
B. Kaysa M. asked the members in attendance rate each report four times, each one based on the basic 

categories listed above.  These ratings are as follows: 
1 - Outstanding; 2 - Above Average; 3 - Average; 4 - Below Average; 5 - Poor 

  The committee voted on each of the reports and discussed why they gave each category a certain vote 
(e.g. for the English report, 38% of the committee voted for both ‘Below Average’ and ‘Poor’ (tied) 
based on ACTION PLAN because the action plan has no relationship to the data).  However, due to 
time running out only three reports were voted on, and Chris M. suggested stopping and continuing 
this norming session at the next meeting (starting with Earth Sciences). 

 
C. Vince P. stated that this is going into deeper analysis if they look at and analyze the quality of the 

action plan vs. looking to see if they provided an action plan; Chris M. clarified that all they have to do 
is look at the action plan and see if it makes sense as an action plan; Karen W. stated that the purpose 
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of reviewing these reports is so that everyone is looking at these with similar expectations; Chris 
assured the facilitators that once they start looking at more and more of these reports, they will start 
to see common trends, i.e. if the action plan is actually an actual plan or if it is just a statement, and  
reviewing reports will not take as long. 

 
D. Chris M. stated that the committee members are getting something out of this norming session and 

he understands that we need time so everyone can express their opinions and get on the same page; 
Harrison S. wanted to get a template to give to instructors on completing assessment reports; 
however, Chris M. stated that giving a standardized template will not work because there are so many 
variables involved with the different divisions and courses; Chris M. thanked everyone and stated that 
it will take a while to get to the point where everyone will be comfortable with and get better at 
reviewing reports and he asked the committee to be positive. 

 
VI. Next meeting – April 28, 2014 
 
VII. Adjournment 
 Meeting was adjourned at 3:58 p.m. 
 

 

SPRING 2014 ALC  Meetings 
Mondays - 2:30 to 4:00 pm 

Admin 131  
 

February 10, 2014 
February 24, 2014 

March 10, 2014 
April 14, 2014 
April 28, 2014 
May 12, 2014 

 

Facilitator Train-the-Trainer Sessions 
Tuesdays 1:00 to 2:00 pm 

DE 162 or  Library West Basement, Rm. 19 
March 11, 2014 
 April 29, 2014 
 May 13, 2014 

  
“Working” Workshop:  Entering SLO 

Assessments into TracDat 
Library Basement West 
Thursday, May 8, 1-2pm 
Tuesday, May 13, 1-2pm 

Wednesday, May 14, 2:30-3:30 

Upcoming Deadlines 
 

February 10, 2014 - Fall Assessments 
 
 


